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In this paper, a theory of generalized functions is established on an arbitrary 
abstract Wiener space. It is shown that it provides a nice framework for refor- 
mulating white noise calculus initiated by T. Hida. Unlike Hida’s approach, the 
generalized Brownian functionals are defined and studied through the “generalized 
function-test function” pairing instead of employing the U-functionals. Besides, the 
Fourier transform is extended to infinite dimensions and a new definition of the 
composition of a tempered distribution with the Brownian motion is given. At the 
end of the paper, the Ito formula for generalized Brownian functionals and the 
Kubo-Takenaka’s theorem for stochastic integration are verified by our 
approach. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
T. Hida [S] initiated the study of the generalized Brownian functionals 
f(@t)) by regarding {B(t): t E RI} as a coordinate system. We describe 
Hida’s approach briefly as follows. 
Let Y be the space of rapidly decreasing functions and Y* the space of 
tempered distributions. It is well known that Y* carries a Gaussian 
measure p which is characterized as the unique probability measure such 
that, for all 5~9, 
where (., .) denotes the Y-Y* pairing and 1.1 denotes the L2(R1)-norm. 
The elements of Y* are regarded as the sample paths of the white 
noise process and the space (Y*, cl) is referred to as a white noise space. 
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A complex-valued function defined on ,Y* is then called a Brownian 
functional. Next, choose a Hilbert space (L’)+ c L2(Y*, ,u) so that the 
(L2)+-norm is stronger than the L*(Y*, p))-norm. The dual space (L’) of 
(L*)’ is called the generalized Brownian functional. For an FE (L’)-, 
associate it with a functional U(r) defined by 
for 5 E Y, where (( ., . )) denotes the (L2) - (L’)’ pairing. U(5) is called 
the U-functional of F. Hida then studied the white noise calculus of 
generalized Brownian functionals through their U-functionals. 
After Hida, Kubo and Takenaka [7] reformulated Hida’s theory by 
taking different test functions in place of (L’)+. However, they also 
employed U-functionals as machinery in their investigation. Notice that the 
U-functionals only provide information about the generalized Brownian 
functionals in question acting on the test functions {eCs~“! 5 E P’}. It is 
desirable to define and study the generalized Brownian functionals F by 
means of the pairing ((F, $)) for all test functions $ instead of using 
U-functionals. We shall show that this can be done by employing calculus 
on the abstract Wiener space (L’(lR’), YPP) for p > 1 (see Section 5 for 
definition) and we find that our approach works on any abstract Wiener 
space as well. 
In this paper, we first develop a theory of generalized functions on an 
arbitrary abstract Wiener space in Section 3 and then study the Fourier 
transform in Section 4 and finally return to the study of white noise 
calculus in Sections 5 and 6 where the Ito formula for the generalized 
Brownian functional is proved. For the convenience of the interested 
reader, we give a brief discussion on calculus on an abstract Wiener space 
in Section 2. For more details, we refer the reader to [9]. For different 
generalized functions, we refer the reader to [l, 10, 181. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In the sequel, let (H, B) be an abstract Wiener space; H is a given real 
separable Hilbert space with norm 1.1 = ,/<;., and B the completion of 
H with respect to a measurable norm j).ll. As H is identified as a dense sub- 
space of B, we identify the dual space B* of B as a dense subspace of 
H*EHHcBinthesensethat,forxEHandyEB*, (y,x)=(y,x),where 
( ., . ) denotes the B* - B pairing. L. Gross [2] proved that B carries a 
probability measure pr, known as the abstract Wiener measure with 
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variance parameter t >O, which is characterized as the unique Bore1 
measure such that 
=e (l/2) 4Yl2 
for all y E B*. The integration over B is then performed with respect to p,. 
For each y E B*, denote the function x + (y, x) by j(x). For y E H, 
choose a sequence {y,} c B* such that y, + y in H and define j(x) by the 
L*(p,)-limit of j”(x). Then j is defined almost everywhere as a normal 
distributed random variable in L’(p,) with mean zero and variance t( yl*. 
Sometimes, we also denote j(x) by ( y, x). Clearly, ( y, x) = (y, x) a.e. 
(p,) if the element YE B* is regarded as an element in H. If YE B, the 
function j(x) := (y, x) (XE B) may not exist but it may be defined as a 
generalized function (see Section 3). 
In this paper, besides the usual Frechet differentiation, we shall also need 
B*-differentiation and H-differentiation introduced by Gross [ 31. More 
generally, let Vc B be a subspace which is itself a Banach space with a 
stronger norm ((.(( V than the B-norm ((.I( and f a complex-valued function 
defined on B, then f is said to be V-differentiable at a point x E B if the 
function g(u) = f (x + o), regarded as a function defined in a neighborhood 
of the origin of V, is Frtchet differentiable at the origin. The V-derivative 
of(x) off at x is defined by Df(x) = g’(O), the Frtchet derivative of g at 
the origin of V. Clearly, Df(x) E V*. If f is Frechet differentiable at x it is 
also V-differentiable and, for u E V, Of(x) v = (f'(x), v). The higher order 
V-differentiations are defined in the same way. For notational convenience, 
we shall use the notation Df(x) to denote both Frechet derivative (or 
B-derivative) and V-derivative if no confusion is concerned. 
If f is twice H-differentiable at x such that @f(x) is a trace class 
operator on H, then we define the Laplacian df(x) off at x by Af (x) = 
trace,[D”f(x)]. Furthermore, if Df(x)E B*, we define the Beltrami 
Laplacian dsj(x) = df(x) - (Df(x), x). The closure of the operator 
N= -A, is known as the number operator. If f is twice Frtchet differen- 
tiable in B, then the restricton D’f(x)l, of D2f(x) to H is automatically of 
trace class on H by Goodman’s Theorem [9, Theorem 4.6, p. 831, hence 
Af(x) and Nf(x) exist. 
At the end of this section, we give several forms of integration by parts 
formulas which shall be used in this paper. 
As a consequence of [ 17, Proposition 3.11, we have 
2. I. PROPOSITION. Let V be a subspace of H so that V itself is a Banach 
space with a stronger norm I[.([ v than the H-norm 1.1. Let f be a V-dlyferen- 
tiable function defined on B and suppose that there exists an r > 0 such that 
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the function ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IlDf(x+ v)ll “. is integrable with respect to pt. 
If f E L”(p,) for some c( > 1, then we have 
f jB (4 x> f(x) P,(dX) = /B Df(x) up,(dx), 
for UE V (c$ Kuo [S]). 
2.2. COROLLARY. Suppose f and g are V-differentiable functions and 
assume that 
(a) f .gEL”(p,) for some LX> 1, 
(b) there exists an r > 0 such that the functions 
( SUP Il~f~~+~~llY*~~I~~~~l~ and ( SUP Il~dx + u)ll v*)(lf(x)l) 
II4 VG r 
are integrable with respect to pr. 
Then we have 
I @f(x) u) g(x) p,(dx) B 
=; [ (~2 x> f(x) g(x) p,(dx) - 
[ “B s 
(Wx) 0) 
B 
for UE V (cf Kuo [S]). 
lldvcr 
f(x) p,(dx) 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that f is twice continuously FrPchet dtfferen- 
tiable and g continuously differentiable in B. Assume that the following 
conditions hold: 
(a) There exists an CI > 1 such that IlDf(x)ll B. Ig(x)l E L”(p,). 
(b) Pf(x)lH lDdx)lH and IlD2f(x)ll,, I&N are integrable with 
respect to pI, where IIAII lr denotes the trace norm of a trace class operator A. 
(c) There exists an r > 0 such that 
SUP CIDf(x+h)l, IDg(x+h)l,+ Il~2S~~+~~ll~~~,~~Ig~~+~~11, 
Ihl <r 
as a function of x, is integrable with respect to p,. 
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I Pf(x), xl &T(X) P,(dX) B 
= t. s, g(x) df(x) Pt(dX) + t -I, (mx), 4?(x)) P,(dX). 
Proof: Imitate the proof of [ 15, Theorem 3.73 and apply Corollary 2.2 
for I’= B, the proposition follows immediately. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let f and g be twice continuously FrPchet differentiable 
functions such that the conditions (at(c) in Proposition 2.3 hold. Assume 
that the conditions (a)-(c) with f and g interchanged also hold. Then we have 
JB f (xl . N, g(x) p,(dx) = jB N, f (xl .g(x) p,(dx)> 
where N,f(x) = - df(x) + (l/t)(Dfx), x). 
Notations. L(X, Y): the bounded linear operators from the Banach 
space X into the Banach space Y. 
<yion(X): the continuous n-linear transformations from x” = Xx . . x X 
(n-fold) into C. 
TX, . ..x., := T(x,, . . . . x,) for TEY(X). 
TX” := TX . . . x (n-times). 
3. GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS ON ABSTRACT WIENER SPACE 
To extend the distribution theory on R” to infinite dimensional space, 
the major difficulty is the lack of Lebesgue measure on infinite dimensional 
space. We shall show that this difficulty can be overcome on abstract 
Wiener space if we use the abstract Wiener measure to serve as the 
Lebesgue measure. It will be shown that the generalized function theory 
developed in this section provides a nice framework for reformulating 
Hida’s white noise calculus (see Sections 5 and 6). 
In what follows, let (H, B) be a fixed but arbitrary abstract Wiener space 
and p, the abstract Wiener measure introduced in Section 2. 
Test Functions 
Let G?$ be the class of analytic functions f defined on the complexification 
B, of B so that If(z)1 6 cf. exp(c;llzll ) for some constants cf, c; depending 
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only onj; where //z/I =(ilxil’+ il~l~‘)‘~’ for z=x+iy~B,. (x, YEB), and 
8J B) the class of those functions f defined on B so that the nature exten- 
sionf(z) (z E B, ) is defined andffz) E &0. It is easy to see that a function f is 
in gO( B) if and only if (i) f is infinitely Frechet differentiable and (ii) for any 
constant c > 0, there exist constants K, M such that jlD”f(x)ll Plv”(Bj < K. M” 
for llxll dc, where S!‘(B)=C, Y’(B)=L(B, Y”-‘(B)), and D"f(s) 
denotes the nth Frtchet derivative off at x (see [ 151). 
For m = 1, 2, 3, . . . . define on 8JB) the norms l\fli, = SUP,,~, If(z)1 
exp( -mljzl/) and let d:(B) denote the class (f~ gab(B): jlfll, < co}. Then 
{(4I’(B), IIL,~ 1s an increasing sequence of Banach spaces such that 
U, b;(B) = 6,(B). Let B denote the space &JB) which is topologized by 
the inductive limit topology induced by &T(B). Thus a sequence {f,} in 8’ 
is convergent to f in & if there exists m such that {f,} and f lie in b:(B) 
and IIf,- f\l, 40 as n + co. d will serve as the test functions for the 
generalized functions. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. (a) d is Bornologicaf. 
(b) Zf f E&‘:(B) so is the function g(x)= ZYf(x) y, ... y,* for 
y, , . . . . y, E B. Moreover, 
llgl/,G Ilfll,wCm(Il~,lI + ... + lI~,ll)1. (1) 
(c) lff E 6:(B), then fk(x) = Ci=, (l/n!) D”f(0) xn conuerges to f in 
&f(B), where St is the least integer bigger than e”‘. 
(d) The mappings f -+ Af andf + Nf are continuous on 6. 
Proof. (a) is clear. (b) follows from the Cauchy formula that 
D”f(x) YI “.Y, 
for y,, . . . . y, E B. 
(c) and (d) follow from (b). 
For a measurable function f defined on B and for IX, /I E C, define 
if the integral on the right hand side of (2) exists 1161. 
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3.2. PROPOSITION. (a) For f~ d;(B), we have 
II%, ~flln@’ d 
(!’ 
emla’ “““p,(dx) llfll m,
B > 
(3) 
where /3* =min{k: k an integer and k> I/l }. 
(b) 9x. p(b;(B)) c &‘;a*(B) and the mapping f - S$, sf is continuous 
on 8. 
(c) For f E 6, define af = S$, 1 f and for TE S?‘(B), define 1”T= 
c$Tx”). Then we have 
f= f -+"P,f(o)) 
n=O . 
(4) 
and the series in the identity (4) is convergent in Q, where pI f( y) = 
JB .f(x + Y 1 p,(dx). 
Proof: (a) For f E d:(B), we have 
6 llfll, 
and the inequality (3) follows. 
The assertion (b) follows immediately from (a) and the fact that 
9?%, D(&7U) c G: [ 16, Proposition 2.11. 
(c) If f is in &‘, so is p1 f = %, , f and, by Proposition 3.1(c), we have 
P,f(X) = f $“P,f(O) x” 
n=l . 
and the above series is convergent in b. Now, by (b), we conclude that 
C(Plf) = f ; An(gnPlf(o)) (in 8). 
n=l . 
Recall that a(p,f)(x) =f(x) [ 16, Corollary 2.81, the identity (4) follows. 
Generalized Functions 
3.3. DEFINITION. A member in the dual space b* of d is called a 
generalized function. 
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Endow b* with the weak*-topology, then we immediately have 
3.4. THEOREM. &* is sequentially complete. 
Denote the b* - & pairing by (( ., . )). 
3.5. EXAMPLE. (1) Let f be a measurable function defined on B 
satisfying the condition that, for m = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
s BlfOIe ““““p,(dx) < co. 
Then f generates a generalized function, still denoted byf, defined by 
<f, ICI>> = jBfc4 $(x1 P,(dX)? 
for all $ E 6. In particular, L”(pl) c b* for c( > 1. 
(2) Let p be a measure defined on B so that, for m = 1,2, . . . . 
5 
e”“““p(dx) < co. 
B 
Then p generates a generalized function, still denoted by p, given by 
for all II/ E &‘. In particular, the Dirac measure 6, (x E B), p, and 0,(x, dy) = 
p1 _ .-2,(dy - e-‘x) are in d*. 
In the following, we shall construct more examples of generalized 
functions through a certain regularization procedure, known as renor- 
malization. 
3.6. EXAMPLE (The Generalized Coordinate Function j). Let h E H. 
Then KE L*(p,) c b* and 
where Dp,$(O) denotes the Frechet derivative of pl+ at 0. 
For y E B\H, the expression B(x) = (y, x) does not make sense as a 
usual function. We shall show that j does make sense as a generalized 
function in the following way. 
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For a fixed y E B, choose a sequence {y,} in H such that y, + y in B. 
Then we have, for $ E I, lim, _ co (9,,, $>> = (OIIcI(0), Y). The limit of J, 
in d* therefore defines a generalized function whose appropriate symbol is 
given by jj. This leads to the definition 
(37 $2) := (mtw), Y) (6) 
for all rj E 6. j is called a generalized coordinate function. We also write 
j(x) = (Y, x>. 
3.7. EXAMPLE (Renormalization of j, . . . jj,). For y,, . . . . y, E B, and 
for + E 8, define 
cc:.?, ...jn., $>> :=wQW) y, . ..y.. (7) 
It follows from Proposition 3.1(b) and Proposition 3.2(b) that the mapping 
$ -+ D”p, $(O) y, ... y, defines a continuous linear functional on d and 
therefore :ji . ..J.:E&*. 
As j is defined in Example 3.6, the definition (7) is motivated by the fact 
that, for h,, . . . . h, in H, 
for all @EC!? (by [ 17, Proposition 3.11). Thus it is also appropriate to 
denote :Jr . . . j,,: by a(Jr . . . p,). 
Note that jr ... jj, does not make sense as a generalized function. 
However, we can make sense out of it by adding formally a polynomial 
Q(j,, . . . . 7,) of degree at most n - 1 so that the formal sum jr ... j, + 
Qt.?, ... j,) which does make sense as a generalized function. For this 
reason, we call :jjr .. . jj,: an additive renormalization of jr . .. j?,,. For 
example, a(j, jZ) can be formally written as “3, j2 - (y,, y,)” but neither 
jji j2 nor ( y,, y2) makes sense if y,, y, E B\H. 
3.8. EXAMPLE (Renormalization of (TX, x)). Let T be a symmetric 
operator in L(H, H). For @ E 8, we define 
((:(Tx, x):, $)) := trace,[D*p,$(O) T]. (8) 
The above definition is motivated by the identity 
I $(x)( ( TX, x) - trace T) p,(dx) = trace,[D’p, $(O) T] B 
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for all $ l 8 and for any trace class operator T on H (see [ 17, 
Proposition 3.2(b)]). 
From the above observation, we may formally write :( TX, x): = 
“( Tx, x)-trace,T.” Thus :( Tx, x): is regarded as an additive renor- 
malization of (TX, x). 
If T is not symmetric, we replace the definition (8) by 
(( :( TX, x):, $)) := 1 trace,[D2p, $(O)( T+ T*)]. (9) 
3.9. EXAMPLE (Renormalization of exp(@)). First we observe that, 
for he H and for UEC, exp(c&)EL*(p,) and 
s ezch-‘> t)(x) p,(dx) = e(‘/2)a21h12p, Il/(uh). B (10) 
Multiply both sides of (10) by exp( -$‘lhl’), and one obtains 
Since pr$(cly) exists for any y E B, and the mapping $ -+ pr $(a~) is a 
continuous linear functional on b, this suggests that we define 
<:exp(4% II/ > := p1 $(cry) (11) 
for all $ E 6. Then :exp(c@): E b*. Formally, we may write :exp(orJ): = 
exp( -$a21y12) exp(orj). Thus we call :exp(@): a multiplicative renor- 
malization of exp(ocj). 
3.10. EXAMPLE (Renormalization of exp[)cc( TX, x)]). Let TEL(H, H) 
be a symmetric operator. Assume the T has an extension T to B such that 
T’E L(B, B). Let a be a complex number such that I- up, regarded as an 
operator in L(B,., B,), is invertible. Assume that the spectrum a(Z- ET) of 
Z--UT does not separate 0 from co so that (Z--C(T)“~ exists and 
(I- GL~)~‘* E L(B,, B,) (this in turn implies that (I- ap)-‘/* E L(B,, B,) 
since I- aF is invertible). 
For all II/ E d, we define 
(( :exp[$( Tx, x)]:, tj)) := jB $((I- ctF)- l/*x) p,(dx). (12) 
Clearly, :exp[&( TX, x)]: E b*. 
:exp[+cc( TX, x)]: is a multiplicative renormalization of exp[fcr( TX, x)] 
as we shall see in the following. 
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To explain the motivation of the definition (12), we further assume that 
CI E R1 and that I- ,/m= K E Y*(B). Then KI H is also symmetric and 
ja~=K-~K2~2’2(B) and we have 
I B $(x) exp[+a( Fx, x)] . Jdet(Z- aT)I “’ p,(dx) 
= s Blj/(~)exp[(Kx, x)-$Kxl*] ~~det(Z-aT)l”2p,(dx) 
= 
I 
B $((Z-aT)P”2x) p,(dx). 
The last equality follows from [9, Theorem 5.4, p. 1411. In notation, we 
write 
(( Jdet(Z- aT)I Ii2 exp[ta(Fx,x)], $))=J~+((Z-aF)P1’2x)~,(dx). 
If we drop the conditions that aE [WI and KE B*, then neither 
ldet(Z- aT)I ‘I2 nor exp[ia(px, x)] exists, but their product makes sense 
and defined a generalized function :exp[ia( TX, x )]: given by (12). Thus 
:exp[ia( TX, x)]: is a multiplicative renormalization of exp[ia( TX, x)]. 
3.11. EXAMPLE. Let a, T, T be the same as given in Example 3.10. For 
ZE B, let zr.= (Z-aT)“*z. Then we define 
((:~(~“T)(~~)expCta(Tx-,x)l:, I(/>> 
:= Dn$((Z-a~)P1/2x)znpl(dx) 
s B 
(13) 
for all $ E &. It is easy to verify that :a(.?“,)(~~) exp[+a( TX, x)]: E&‘*. 
The renormalization is multiplicative and the resultant (13) can be 
reached by the same argument as the one given in Example 3.10. When 
n =O, the definition (13) reduces to (12). 
3.12. EXAMPLE (Donsker’s Delta Function). The Donsker’s delta 
function 6,, o on B may be represented formally as 
where hEH\{O} and a~lR*. 
If we multiply both sides of (14) by a test function $ and then integrate 
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the resultant with respect to p, first, we reach the following definition of 
6 . h. a . 
We show that 6,. u E &*. In fact, if $ E b:(B) we have 
It follows from the above inequality that the mapping $ + ((c?~,~, II/)) is 
continuous on d and hence S,, o E &‘*. 
U-Functionals 
The U-functional U(t) of a generalized function F is defined by 
u(t)= <F, exp(r)> exp(-i1512) 
for all t E B*. 
We list the U-functionals of the generalized functions given in Exam- 
ples 3.6-3.12 in Table I for the purpose of comparison with the corre- 
TABLE I 
Generalized function U-functional 
:j, j,: 
:(Tx.x): 
:exp(ay): 
:exp[(1/2) a(Tx, x)]: 
:o(q(x,) e(l+w~~. 1): 
(zT= (Z-a4)‘/2z) 
6 *.a (hZ0) 
(t Y) 
fi (5, Yk) 
k=l 
(R, t> 
expla(t, Y)l 
exp[l/2(aT(Z-aT)m’5, <>I 
(t, z)“exp[1/2<aT(Z-aT)~‘5,01 
(&VI)-‘exp[-1/21hl m2((& h) -a)‘] 
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sponding generalized Brownian functionals defined in Hida’s white noise 
calculus (see [S, 1 l-131). 
3.13. PROPOSITION. (a) Let d be the closed linear subspace in &’ 
generated by the set 
A= 
1 
i (&,x):5jEB*,k=0,1,2 )... }. 
J=l 
Then d is an algebra containing e”TX’ for all 5 E B*. 
(b) Suppose U(t) is a U-functional of a generalized function F. If 
U(r) E 0, then F= 0 on d. 
Proof: (a) is clear. 
(b) If U(g)-0, then ((F, exp(l))) =0 for all CE B*. For arbitrary 
tl, . . . . &,E B*, let 5 =c,“= r tjlj, where t,, . . . . t,,E R’. We have 
= 0. 
(The first equality follows from the fact that, for each i, 
j#i 
in 6 as E + 0.) The assertion (b) now follows from (a). 
3.14. Remark. In Hida’s approach to white noise calculus, the 
generalized Brownian functionals are uniquely determined by their 
U-functionals. But it is not yet known if this is true in our case. 
Proposition 3.13 shows that this fact is true only if we regard a generalized 
function to be a member in the dual of AZ?. 
Multiplication by a Function 
Let 4 be a fixed but arbitrary function in 8. Then it is easy to see that 
the mapping $ -+ $rc/ is continuous from 8 to 8. This fact leads to the 
following 
3.15. DEFINITION. Let FE 8 * and (p E 8. Define 
<WY ti > := <f’, #ICI %
Clearly, #FE I*. 
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Differentiation qf a Generalized Function 
3.16. DEFINITION. Let FE b*. 
(a) For any DEB, define ((DZF, $)) := ((F, D.$)), for all $E&, 
where D,+(y) = (D+(y), x) = D$(y) x, ye B. 
(b) For any z E B* and for all $ E b, define 
<(D:E; $ >> := <F> 3 > - <F, D,$>>. 
It follows from Proposition 3.1 (b) and Definition 3.15 that we have 
3.17. PROPOSITION. Let FE &*. D,*FEc?* for any XE B and D,FE d* 
for any z E B*. Moreover, we have ZF = DI F + DTF. 
3.18. Remark. Suppose that f is a B*-differentiable function in 
L”(p,) (c( > 1). Assume that there exists an r >O such that 
su~1~v~~B.<r llDf(x+ v)lliv, as a function of x, is also in L”( p, ). Then, by 
Corollary 2.2, the B*-derivative Df(x) z coincides with the generalized 
derivative off: 
3.19. EXAMPLES. (a) Dzj= (z, y). 
Proof For any rj E b, we have 
<D:.k $>>= <.F, 3)) - <A DA+>> 
= jB (DC(z> x) W)l> Y) p,(dx) - jB D*cW w,(dx) 
= JB (z> xWll/(x), Y) p,(dx) +I, (z> Y) W) p,(dx) 
- I D2W) zyp,(dx). B 
By Proposition 2.1, we have 
jB (~7 xWlll(x), Y) p,(dx) = jB D211/(x) yzp,(dx). 
Since 0*$(x) is a symmetric operator in Y2(B), we have 
((DIJ,$))=i (z, y) Il/(x)p,(dx) and therefore D;j=(z, y) in d*. 
B 
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EXAMPLE. (b) I),(:( TX, x):) = %+ TT 
Proof. For any + E &‘, we have 
(D::(Tx, x>:, $>> 
= (:<Tx, x>:, 3)) - CC:<% x>:, D,$>> 
= trace, [D*p,(Z$)(O) T”] -trace, [D*p,(D,$)(O) T’] 
(T”=+(T+ T*)) 
(16) 
where (ei} is an ONB of H. 
On the other hand, 
= 1 B (~9 x) D*W) W,(dx) + JB (2, h) W(x) b,(dx) 
+ i‘, (z, k) W(x) b,(dx) -I, D31cI(4 z&,(dx) 
= 2 j (z 6 Wx)) hb,(dx), 
B 
(17) 
where u 6 u denotes the symmetric tenser product of U, u in H. 
Combining (16) and (17), we obtain 
CD,:<% x>:, II/>> =2 s, (W(x), T’z) p,(dx) 
=2((T”z, I))). 
Therefore D,:( TX, x ): = 2% = E + T’;;. 
EXAMPLE. (c) D,:j, ....jjn = (l/b - I)!) c, (2, Y,,,,) :.Fn(2)-.‘jR(n):, 
where II runs through all permutations of { 1, . . . . n}. 
ProojI For any $ E 8, we have 
<D,:P, . ..Yn., $2) 
= (:F, . ..j.,:, z”tj)) - ((:yl . ..pn., D,$)) 
580/82/Z- 14 
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This completes the proof, 
As a consequence of (c), we have 
EXAMPLE. (d) D, j? = n :.?” I: (z, y). 
EXAMPLE. (e) D~nD~n-, ... D:, 1 = 2, . ..1.:. 
Proof. For tj E &, we have 
<D:,D:p, -D.:,L $>= (1, D,,Dx;..D,,$>> 
= D”tj(x) x, . ..x.,p,(dx) 
This proves the identity (18). 
= (( 2, . . . I, : I) )). 
EXAMPLE. (f) 0: :jn: = :j”Z:. 
ProoJ: For II/ E &‘, we have 
CD,* :,V:, ICI > = <:Y:, WJ 2 
= 
5 
D”+ *e(z) xy”p,(dz) 
B 
= (( :pn2:, $4 )). 
This proves the identity (19). 
(18) 
(19) 
3.20. DEFINITION. Let FE&*. 
(a) Define (( NF, tj )) := ((F, N$ )) for all $ E 8. 
(b) Define ((A*F, $)) := ((F, A@)) for all $E&. 
Applying Proposition 3.1(d), we have 
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3.21. PROPOSITION. Zf F is a generalizedfunction, so are NF and A*F, 
3.22. Remark. Suppose f is a twice continuously differentiable function 
on B satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) There exists an u > 1 such that If Ia, IlDf II;*, and \lD*f II:, are 
integrable with respect to p1 . 
(b) There exists an Y> 0 such that sup,,, <r IDf(x + h)lH and 
suPIh(<rll~Zf(X+h)llL(H,H), regarded as functions of x, belong to L”(p,). 
Then it follows immediately from Corollary 2.4 that we have, for any I(/ E 8, 
!bNf((l-)9(x)pl(dx)=J‘B.f(x)N~(x)Pl(dx)= <f,W% (20) 
The identity (20) shows that Nf coincides with the one defined by 
Definition 3.20 if we regard f as a generalized function defined in the sense 
of Example 3.5. 
3.23. EXAMPLE. N:j,...F,:= n:jj,...j,:. 
Proof For each 1 < j < n, choose a sequence {A,, k} in B* such that 
II/r,, k - yjl\ -+ 0 as k * co. Then, for any I(/ E 8, we have 
<N:J, . . . Jn 1, ti > 
= ((:jI . ..jn., Nil/)) 
= i B~“WtW4 Y, . ..Y.PI(~x) 
= lim j N’/‘(X) ’ ( fi Kj.k) (XI P,(dx) 
k-m B j=l 
(by [17, Proposition 3.11) 
= lim k-oo jB VW) No ( ii 2;1, k) (x) p,(dx) 
j=l 
(by Corollary 2.4) 
=>+mmn j D”~(X)h,,,...h,kp,(dX) 
B 
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Thus N:j, . j,,: = n :j, . . ,i;,, :. 
3.24. EXAMPLE. Assume that the abstract Wiener space (H, B) has the 
additional property that there exists an ONB {ek} in H such that 
Ck llekll < cc (see also Kuo [9, p. 1071). 
Let T be a symmetric continuous n-linear map from H x H . x H 
(n copies) into I&!‘. We define 
((:Tx”:, t+b)) := F (Te,, ~~~ei~)(D”pl$(0)ei, . ..e.), (21) 
il. .., in = I 
for all $ E b. 
It is easy to see that, for $ E &r(E), we have 
where c = (Ck I/e,il)” em* jB e”t”“p,(dx). As a result, :Tx”: defines a 
generalized function with U-functional Tg”. 
Next, we show that 
N:Tx”: = n:Tx”:. (22) 
In fact. 
((N: TX”:, $ )) 
= ((:Tx”:, N$)) 
i,...i,=l 
= n(( :Tx”:, II/)). 
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3.25. EXAMPLE. d*:j, . ..j.,:=fB:yl . ..jn2*.pl(&), where 
((1 
:P, . . . j$: p,(dz), l/b := 1 D”+*p,lc/(o) z’y1 . . . y,p,(dz). B >> B 
Proof. For any $ E 6, we have 
<A*:J, --.j*:r iii>> 
= <:.?I . . . jn :, A$ > 
= s BWAvWx) ~1 . ..Y.P,(~x) 
= Sf D”+*ll/(x) Z’Yl...Y.P,(dZ) P,(dX) B B 
= s ~“+2P,w) Yl -.Y,Z2P,(d4 B 
= 
0 
B:j*...y,z*:p,(dz),* . 
>> 
Some Applications 
Suppose {F, : t E R’ } is a one parameter family of generalized functions. 
If, for a given t E R’, lim, +0 EC’(F,,, - F,) exists in 6*, we then denote the 
limit by (a/&) F,. Of course, (d/at) F, E b*. 
3.26. PROPOSITION. Let p,(x, dy) = p,(dy - x) and 0,(x, dy) = 
p1 -,,-2,(e-‘x, dy), where x E B. 
(a) pr(x, dy) is a solution of the following Cauchy problem: 
$ u(x, t) =; A*u(x, t) (t>O) 
u(x, t)-+6, in 6* as tl0. 
(b) 0,(x, dy) satisfies the following Cauchy problem: 
; u(x, t) = - Nu(x, t) (t>O) 
u(x, t) + 6, in d* as t 10. 
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Proof: Let Ic/ be any function in 8. 
(a) Applying Proposition 2.3, we have 
This proves that (d/at) p,(x, dy) = @**p,(x, dy). Moreover, Iim,,, 
<P,(x, dy), ti>> = lim rlo P,$(x) = Nx). Therefore lim,,, p,(x, dy) = 6, 
in d*. 
(b) can be proved in the same way. We omit its proof. 
4. FOURIER TRANSFORM 
The Fourier transform of a function f E L’( BY) is given by 
for all y E R”. Multiplying both sides of (23) by a function $ E ~!?~a( R”) and 
then integrating the resultant with respect to the Gauss measure p on I&!“, 
we obtain 
t+b(y) Yf(y) e-(“2”?‘2 dy 
=($)** j~,17x)~~~~(y)E”:~‘C’=1’.“,+i-~,~’L’~~~!*~~”~2dydX 
$(Y - ix) id&) ddx) 
= i Rnf(4 %, A(x) /4dx). 
(24) 
Observe that the identity (24) makes sense even on infinite dimensional 
spaces. This leads to the following: 
4.1. DEFINITION. For a generalized function F, define the Fourier trans- 
form LTF of F by 
for all $ ~8. 
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It follows immediately from Proposition 3.2(b) that ~FE b*. Moreover, 
we have 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let FE&‘*. 
(a) The inverse Fourier transform of F is given by 
<9-‘F,$>=<ECilL> 
for all I,$ E 8. Consequently, 9F= 0 implies F= 0. 
(b) U,At) = ((F, exp( -if))) for all l E B*, where Uo denotes the 
42-functional of G (GE a*). 
(c) For ZE B*, we have B*, we have p(D,F) = iZ(9-F). 
(d) For ZE B*, define the translation z,F by (( ‘5, F, $)) = 
((F, (z-,$) e-(1’2)‘z’2 for all $ E 8, where r,$(x) = $(x - y) for x, y E B. 
Then Z,FE b* and 5(tZF) = (9F) ee”. 
Proof The assertion (a) follows from the fact that F;‘+$ =F1,i$ for 
all II/ E 8. 
The assertion (b) follows immediately from the definitions of 
U-functional and Fourier transform. 
(c) For any I+G E 8, we have 
<F(DzF), ti > = <D;F, &, -i$ >> 
=(F,z~,~i~)>-(F,D,(~,-i~))) 
= <F, 2~6, -ill/ + i%, -i(Dzll/)>, (25) 
and 
z(Y) 6, -id’(Y) + i%, -i(Dzll/)(Y) 
= ~B~(~)~(~--i4.)~l(dx)+i~B~(~)~(~-i~)~l(dx) 
(by Proposition 2.1). 
’ =I 
s 
2(x-iy) Ii/(x-iy) p,(dx) 
B 
= i9,, -i(2$). 
Putting (26) into (25) we obtain 
(R(DZF), $>>= (6 i%, -i(z”$)) = ((iz’(5F), $)). 
(26) 
Therefore 9(DzF) = iZ(9F). 
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(d) We first show that 
jg$(y-iz)p,(dy)= jB$(.c.)P ,(=,?)+(‘!2”=‘2p,(dy) (27) 
for all $68 and ZEB*. 
Since the linear space spanned by the set 
A%’ = {TX”: T is a symmetric member in Yn(B), n = 0, 1, 2, . ..} 
is dense in 8 (by Proposition 3.1(c)), it suffices to prove the identity (27) 
for $ E A. 
We prove this by induction on n. When n = 0, TE Y”(B) = @ and both 
sides of (27) equal the constant T. 
When n = 1, T= T, + iT2 with T,, T2 E B*. Then we have 
T(y-iz)p,(dy)= -iTz 
and 
s Tye ~ i(z. Y)+ w~)14~pl(~y) B 
= eu/2w12 
0 
B C-i(z, T,> e -i(Z Y) + (z, T,) ,-h “)I p,) dy) 
(by Proposition 2.1 with V= H) 
= -i(T,z+iT,z)= -iTz. 
This proves (27) for $(x) = TX (TE Y’(B)). 
Now assume that (27) holds for all $(x) = TX” where 0 <n <k and T is 
a symmetric member in Y’(B). 
Then, when n = k + 1, we have 
5 T(Y - iz)kflpl(&) B 
jB (T(Y- izJk, Y) p,(b) - i jB WY - izhl(4) 
=kj 
B 
trace,[T(y-iz)k-‘] pl(dy)-ijB Tz(y-iz)‘p,(dy) 
(by Proposition 2.3) 
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=k[ trace,[Tyk-l] e-i(z,.~)+(1/2)IZ12pl(dy) 
B 
_ j 
s 
~(TZ)ik)e-“:.Y’+‘1’2”~l*p,(dy) 
(by induction hypothesis) 
= /Tyk+‘)e- 
5 
i(z. Y)+ (1/2)142pl(4), 
by Proposition 2.3 again. 
This completes the proof of the identity (27). Finally, ((F(r,F), $)) = 
((z,F, %, -&)) = ((I;, [T-J&, -&)I ep’)) e-(“2)1212= ((F, 8, pi(+ep”))) 
= ((Y-F, tie-“)) = ((e-“FF, II/)). 
The third equality above follows from the fact that 
~-r(~,i~)(X)e-(;‘X)~(1/2)121* 
= 
I 
B $(y - i(x + z)) e-(Z.X)--(1/2)IZ12p,(dy) 
= B~(~-ix)e~i(z,.“~iX)P1(d~) 
I 
(by the identity (27)) 
= 6, pi($eC”). 
This completes the proof of the assertion (d). 
For the given abstract Wiener space (H, B), there always exists another 
pair (H, B,) of abstract Wiener space and a sequence {Pn} of finite 
dimensional orthogonal projections on H such that 
(a) B, 4 B and the &-norm is stronger than the B-norm; 
(b) P, converges strongly to the identity on H; 
(c) for each n, P, extends by continuity to a projection P,, of B, so 
that II pn II L(Eo, Bo) < 1 and p,, converges strongly to the identity on B,. 
(See Kuo [9, Corollary 4.2, p. 663.) 
Denote the Wiener measure on B, by PI. Then we have 
4.3. THEOREM. Let f be a continuous function on B and f E L”(p,) for 
some c1> 1. Then the sequence 
~n(~)=~Bof~~n~)e -i<P.x. Y> - (1/2)!pnx12p,(dx) 
conoerges to 9-F in &‘*. 
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ProojI Note that if g is a Bore1 function on B then its restriction gl, to 
B, is a Bore1 function on B,. Then, for any Ic/ E &, we have 
4.4. Remark. If we interpret B, as Iw” and write ji formally as 
(l/film e P(1’2J1X12 daox, where d”x represents the “Lebesgue measure” on 
DB”. Then Theorem 4.3 tells us the Fourier transform of a generalized 
function f may be formally written as 
which coincides with our intuition. We also see that our definition of 
Fourier transform is essentially equivalent to the one given by Kuo [ 111 
when H=L2(lR1) and B=Zp (p> 1). 
4.5. EXAMPLES. (See section 3 for notations.) 
(a) 96, = :e-‘-‘:, where (( :e”‘:, II/)) := pi $(ay) for a E @ and for all 
l+bEc!Y. 
(b) 9j = - Ida;&,. 
(c) ~:~1...~,:=(-i)“D*v,...D~~“60. 
(d) 9:e”“:=JPi,,, where aeC and ((&,,, $)) :=$(-iay) for all 
l+bE& 
(e) Y:( TX, x): = -c;, DaD$6,, where TE L(H, H) and {e,: 
j= 1, 2, . ..} a complete orthonormal basis of H. 
(f) Y:exp((a/2)jx12): = :exp((1/2a)1x12):, a# 1, where ((:exp((a/2) 
l~l*):,IC/>>:=S~~((l-a)- ‘j2x) p,(dx) (this is a special case of Example 3.10 
with T = I). 
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5. WHITE NOISE CALCULUS 
Let p1 be the Gauss measure on IX’ and let H,(u) = jam (U + iv)“~~(du), 
e,(u) = (2~)~1’4(n!)~1’2H,(u) eP(1/4)u2. Then {e,} is a CONB in L2(R’) 
with {e,} c 9’. 
For p E R’, define 
$= 
i 
fEY*: f (2n+ l)““(e,,f)2<00 ) 
n=l I 
where ( ., . ) denotes the 9’ - 9’* pairing. YP is a separable Hilbert space 
with norm ll.llP and inner product (f, g), := C,“=, (2n + 1)2P(e,, f)(e,, g). 
Moreover, for p 20, we have Y c $40,~ YO= L2(R’) c X,cY* and 
%, = Sf’z, the dual space of YP. We denote the YP - XP pairing by ( ., .)P. 
It is well known that the pair (L’(lR’), YP,) is an abstract Wiener space for 
p > 1 and the support of p is contained in Y-,. 
If we take (Y*, p) as a underlying probability space, the Brownian 
motion (B(t): t E [w’ } may be interpreted by 
B( t, x) = 
{ 
(lco, r,3 x)9 t>O 
- <l(t,O,r x>, t < 0, 
(28) 
where x E Y*. It was pointed out by Kuo [ 131 that a connection between 
calculus of white noise and calculus on abstract Wiener space is to regard 
the white noise {B(t) } as the generalized Brownian functionals { (6,, x)}, 
where 6, is the Dirac measure concentrated on {t}. 
Hida defined the white noise b(t) as the generalized Brownian functional 
with U-functional U(r) = t(t). In our approach, we define B(t) as follows. 
Consider the abstract Wiener space (L2(R’), Ye,) for a fixed p > 1 and 
recall that 6, E ,4”-,. 
Let gP = &JYP,) and 8’: the associated generalized functions. Denote the 
8: - gP pairing (( ., . ))P. Then we define b(t) by 
where P&X) = fymp ti(x + Y) 144). 
It follows from Example 3.6 that B(t) E 8:. More examples of generalized 
Brownian functionals are given in the following. For simplicity, we define 
the generalized Brownian functionals in terms of the corresponding 
generalized functions on the abstract Wiener space (L’(R’), YP,), p > 1. 
For example, we may define b(t) by B(t) := F,. 
5.1. EXAMPLE. For t,, t,, . . . . t,sR’ and forp> 1, define :h(t,)...b(t,,): 
:= :8,” .. .$,” :. According to Example 3.7 and Table I, :B( t i ) . . . &( t”): E 8: 
with U-functional U(t)= l(t,) . ..((t.) for 5~9~. 
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5.2. EXAMPLE. Let fe L X(RJ ) and let T, be the operator defined by 
T,[(s) =,f(s) t(s) for all 4 E L’(R’) and for almost all s E R’. We define 
:jm f(s) b(s)' ds: := :( Tfx, x):, 
02 
where x E YPP (we regard x as B). Then we have :s:,m f(s) b(s)' ds: E ST 
with the U-functional given by U(r) = (T,-5, 5) = {:, f(s) r(s)’ ds by 
Example 3.8 and Table I. 
5.3. EXAMPLE. For c( E C, define :exp(&(t)): := :exp(&,):. Then 
:exp(&(t)): E 8: with U(t) = exp(&(t)). 
5.4. EXAMPLE. For c1 E C with 01# 1 and for any interval EC R’, we 
define 
:exp [i cI s, b(s)’ ds]: := :exp[$(T,x, x>]:, (29) 
where T&(s) = 1 E(~) r(s) for r E L’(R’) and for almost all s E R’. 
Note that TEe L(L’(R’), L’(W’)) and, for <E L2(R’), II T&II --p < ll<ll up 
hence TE is extendable to a bounded linear operator T, on YPP. Moreover, 
since Ti= F,, we have (T( T’E) c (0, 1 }. It is easy to see that T, satisfies the 
required conditions in Example 3.10 so that (29) is well-defined. Thus we 
have :exp[& SE B(s)’ ds]: E 8: and, by Table I, its U-functional is given by 
exp[&( 1 -a))’ jE t(s)’ d s since orT,(Z-crTE)p’=cc(l-a)-‘T,. ] 
5.5. EXAMPLE. Let 01 and T= TE be the same as given in Example 5.4. 
Define 
:=:o(8,)(x,)exp[fr<Tx,xj]:. 
According to Example 3.11 and Table I, we have :H,(&t); l/dt) 
exp[& SE B(s)’ ds]: E ~?p* with U(5) = r(t)” exp[$x(l - cl))i SE C(s)’ ds]. 
5.6. EXAMPLE (Donsker’s Delta Function). The Donker’s delta 
function 6,(B(t)) is defined by 6,(E(r)) := 6,,, L1, where a E [w’ and 
A,= yylt 
{ 
tgo 
(I. 01, t <o. 
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By Example 3.12, 6,(B(t)) E &p* with the U-functional given by 
b( t)-Differentiation 
Suppose f is a Frechet differentiable function on Y_,. Then its Frtchet 
derivative Df(x) E YP for all x E YPP. Define a,f(x) := (Df(x), 6,),. a,f(x) 
is called the B( t)-derivative off at x. As the B(t)-differentiation plays an 
important role in Hida’s white noise calculus, it is desirable to extend the 
B(t)-differentiation to any function f in &p*. We start with a remark. 
5.7. Remark. For XE Y-,, x(t) represents the state of the white noise 
B(t) at time t. Though x(t) is generally not meaningful, the formal integral 
J”“, x(t) h(t) dt (h E 3) makes sense if we define 
5 m x(t) h(t) dt := (h, x)~. (30) -cc 
We then realize x(t) as a function in t-variable satisfying the identity (30) 
for all h E YP. 
Similarly, if A E L(Yp, a,*), we realize A(t) as an &,*-valued function in 
r-variable such that the formal &,*-valued integral 
s m A(t) h(t) dt :=A(h) (h E 3). --a 
A(t) will be called an b,*-valued generalized function. 
For FE Sz, the derivative DF of F is identified as an element in 
L(Yp, S,*) by defining DF(h) := D,F for h E L$,. Then DF(t) is realized as 
an &,*-valued generalized function such that 
I m DF(t) h(r) dt := D,,F. -cc (31) 
This leads to the following 
5.8. DEFINITION. For FE &+T, define a,F := DF(t). 
We remark that the b(t)-derivative d,f(x)= (DF(x), 6,), of a Frechet 
differentiable function f E L”(p,) (CX > 1) coincides with Definition 5.8. 
5.9. DEFINITION. For FE&‘,* and for II/ E&~, we define ((a:, $)), := 
((F, a,$)), or equivalently, a,? F := D,*IF by Definition 3.16. 
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Let x E .Y-, and FE 8:. Then, for h E $, we have formally 
s", x(t) h(r) Fdr= (h, x),F. R ecall that &F= D,F+ D,*F by Proposi- 
tion 3.17. We have, under the sense of Remark 5.7, 
x(t) F= J,F+cY:F 
which leads to the following 
5.10. DEFINITION. For FE S:, we define 
B(t) F:=d,F+iY:F. 
5.11. EXAMPLES. 
(a) a&)=6,(t). (32) 
Applying Example 3.19, we have (h, ac.,b(s)) = h(s). 8,.,&s) = b,@ 1, 
where f Q F denotes the tensor product of f E ,4”_, and FE 8;; f 0 F is 
identified as an element in L(Yp,, E,*) by defining f@F(h) := (h,f),F for 
hg$ and as an element in L(4, Y-,) by definingf@F(II/) := ((F, $)),f 
for tj ~9~. By Remark 5.7, we see that a,B(s)= 6,@ l(t) = s,(t). This 
proves the identity (32). 
(b) a, Jm fb)h4d~ =f(t), 
( z‘ > 
where fEYpp. 
In the notation of Section 3, ST, f(u) b(u) du=J Hence, for heL$, 
DA?= (h, f )p and consequently, a,(!:, f(u) b(u) du) = f 0 l(t) = f(t). 
(C) a, :jr f(u)&)* du: =2f(t)&), 
-cc > 
where feL"(R'). 
It follows from Example 3.19(b) that 
which, in turns, implies the identity (33). 
(d) a, :B(s):=ns,(t):B(s)"~':. (34) 
(33) 
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In fact, Dh :&s)“: = n:@s)“- ‘: h(s) for h E 9”. Thus a, :&s)“: = 
n6, @ :J$s)” ~ ‘: (t) = &I,(t) :B(s)“~ ‘:, which verifies (34). 
(e) 8: i3:...8:1 =:B(t,)...B(t,):, 
for t 1, . . . . t,E R’ (by Example 3.19(e)). 
(f) a: :B(s)“: = S(S)” B(t):, 
for t, s E R’ (by Example 3.19(f)). 
5.12. DEFINITION. For FE L(Yp, S,*), we define the U-functional UFCrj 
of F(t) as the following generalized function in K, in t-variable: 
UFcr) := (F(t), exp(?)>, exp( -851’) 
for all <EYD. 
5.13. PROPOSITION. Let FE 8; and let U, denote the U-functional of F. 
(4 h&3 = 50) &W. 
(b) l&.(t) q = fTm U&t) v](t) dt, where VA<) denotes the FrPchet 
derivative of U,(t) and 5, ‘1 E 8. 
(c) I~AEL($,, S,*), then, for ~,vE$, we he (v, U,,.,(5)),= 
u,,,,(r). 
(d) u,,,,.(t)= Ua,F(t)+t(t) U,,for 5~q. 
Proof: (a) follows by direct computation. 
(b) WY) ‘I = -ep(1’2)‘*‘2(t;, v)<f’, exp(r)>, 
+ ep(1’2)‘5’2((F, ijexp(e))), 
= ((D,F, exp(r))), e-(1’2)‘51* 
= 
i 
Oc ((a,F, exp(g))), e-(1i2)1512q(t) dt
-m 
zz i m u,,AO v(t) dt. -00 
(cl (rl, U.4(.d5)),=(vF (A(.),ex~(~)),),exp(-tl~l~) 
= (A(?),exp(~)),exp(-fl51*) 
= v4,,,w 
(d) follows from (a). 
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5.14. PROPOSITION. Let FE&;. 
(a) NF=s:z 8: 8,Fdt (see Kuo [13]). 
(b) A*F=jI, 8.7 a:Fdt. 
Proof The proposition follows from the facts that Aq = {7;n, 8;~ dt and 
Np=j?,,a:a,cpdt for cp~&. 
Fourier Transform 
For FE&:, we shall interpret F(x) as a function on Y_, such that the 
formal integral j,y-,, F(x) $(x) p(dx) := ((F, $)), for all $ E 4. 
After Kuo [ 111, we define the Fourier transform fi( y) as 
F(y) := Je,- :e -i<“,x): F(x) p(dx). (35) 
P 
The definition (35) is interpreted in the sense that, for $ E c$,,, 
[ymppC~) t4y)/-4dy)=~Tp <:ep’(--‘):, $ >>p F(x) Adx), 
P 
where (.,x)=2. 
5.15. PROPOSITION. Let FE&~*. 
(a) FF( y) = F(y) for all ye B, where 9F is defined according to 
Definition 4.1. 
(b) a,F= iB(t) i? 
(Some other properties of the Fourier transform are given in 
Proposition 4.2.) 
Proof. (a) follows by the definitions of F-F and r’, and (b) follows from 
Proposition 4.2(c) and Remark 5.7. 
Table II is a consequence of Example 4.5. 
TABLE II 
F e 
6 6, 
:B(t,)‘~‘B(r,): 
:exp( -i&f)): 
(-i)"aZa~...a~& 
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6. GENERALIZED ITO FORMULA 
Let (H, B) be an abstract Wiener space and f~ 9’. Then, for any 
h~H\{0}, we have 
f((h,l))=~j_e”“.“~(y)dv. 
Moreover, for $ EC?, we obtain 
I BfKk x>) Icl(x) P,(dX) 
=-&rae -(l’2)yz’h’2y(y) &, ,$(yh) dy 
=(Gh.ti,f)=(&J), (36) 
where G,,, J JJ) = (l/G) 9i, ill/( yh) e-(1’2)-“21hi2 and ( ., .) denotes the 
Y-Y* pairing. It is easy to see that G,,,EY so that (36) makes sense 
even for f~ Y*. 
This leads the following 
6.1. DEFINITION. For f EY* and for hi H\(O), we define 
<f(Qyti>>=(~h.,vf) for II/E&. 
It follows from a routine argument that the mapping $ + eh, IL is 
continuous on 8 and, as a result, we have 
6.2. THEOREM. f(z) E &‘* with the U-functional given by 
U(()=(@ ,~,)~l(e~‘l121h12”<h.5>~(.))2,f). 
Returning to the abstract Wiener space (L2(lR1), YPP) with p> 1, we 
define f(B( t)) as follows: 
6.3. DEFINITION. Let G,, @L( y) = (l/J%) 9$, ,+(yh,) e-(“2)y2f, where 
$~&)p and t#O and 
h, = 1 (OrI, if t>O 
- l(1. O] 7 if t < 0. 
For fE Y*, define ((f(B(t)), II/)), := (C?,, @, f) for II/ E e”,. 
Then, as a consequence of Theorem 6.2, f(B(t)) E 8; with the U-func- 
tional given by U(t) = (,/% l~l)-“~(e- (1/2)lrl-‘[(J:, h,(u) t(u) du- CHl*, f) 
580/82/2-I5 
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6.4. THEOREM (Ito Formula). For ,f’~ Y*, we have 
/.(B(h))=f.(B(u))+jhr7:f.(B(t))dt+~ji’/”(B(r))dr, 
<I N 
(37) 
where h > a > 0. 
Proof To prove the identity (37), it is equivalent to prove the identity 
-$“(B(O)= a:f’(B(t)) +;1”(Bw~ (38) 
for t > 0. 
To verify the identity (38), we first note that E -‘(hl+, - h,) --t 6, in .40-, 
for p > 1, or equivalently, 
;h,=b, (in Y,). (39) 
Then, for II/ E CCS$, we have 
(the second term follows from (39)) 
-(1/2)-“21[%, ,D,$(yh,)] epic-” dy, firI 
This proves the identity (38). 
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6.5. Remark. I. Kubo [6] has proved the formula (38) for generalized 
Brownian functionals by employing Hida’s approach and by adapting a 
different definition for f(B(t)). In [7], Kubo and Takenaka have also 
shown that if X, is nonanticipating and E[Ii 1X,1’ dr] < co, then 
j” X, dB(t) = 1” J:X, dt. 
a 0 
(40) 
This also shows that Theorem 6.4 does generalize the Ito formula for 
regular Brownian functionals. For the sake of completeness, we prove the 
identity (40) in the next theorem by our approach. 
6.6. LEMMA. Let (H, B) he an abstract Wiener space, p1 the abstract 
Wiener measure, and d test functions as given in Section 3. Let T be a 
symmetric n-linear Hilbert-Schmidt type operator on H [9, 171 and let 
AnT(x) = Js T(x+ iy)“p,(dy) [ 171. Then, for any h E H and for any $ E &, 
we have 
I (h, x> l”T(x) $6) p,(dx) B 
= s [nl”-‘Th(x) +(x) + A”T(x) Dh$(x)] p,(dx). (41) B 
Proof Applying Corollary 2.2 with V= H, one sees easily that the 
equality (41) holds for any symmetric member T in T”(B). Since both 
sides of (41) depend continuously on T with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm of T (by [ 17, Proposition 2.81) and since { TI H”: T E Y’(B)} is dense 
in the class 2’:,,(H) of Hilbert-Schmidt type n-linear operators on H, the 
identity (41) holds for any symmetric T in 2T2)(H). 
For any t E R’, denote by ?+9’r the o-field generated by {B(u): u < t>. 
6.1. LEMMA. Suppose that F is a gs-measurable function in L*(Y-,, p) 
(p > 1). Then, for II/ E c$, we have 
I F(xKl(s,,], x> Ii/(x) /.4dx) -(p-p 
f 
= 
II 
J’(x) J,+(x) Adx) du, 
s 9-, 
(42) 
for t > s. 
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Proof By the Wiener-It0 decomposition theorem [4], it sufkes to 
prove the identity (42) for F which is a multiple Wiener integral of a 
symmetric function f E L2( KY) (n >, 1 ), i.e., 
F= 
s 
f(u,, . . . . U,)dB(U,)‘~~dB(U,). 
R” 
But F is gS-measurable, we must have 
F= 
s f(u 1 > . . . . u,)dB(~~)...dB(u,)=~“T, (6m,sl” 
where Tt, -t,=J(-,,.].f( ul, . . . . u,) t(u,)...((u,) du, . ..du.. (See [14]). 
Note that T( 1 CS, ]) = 0 (regarded as an operator in 9;~ l(H)). By 
Lemma 6.6, we obtain 
* 
= 
SI 
F(x) a,W) (dx) du. 
s OK, 
6.8. THEOREM. Let {F(t): t E KY’} be a nonanticipating process with 
respect to (99,: t E R’} such that ~~~~vm, IF(t, x)1’ p(dx) dt < co. Then we have 
jb F(t) dB(t)= jb a:F(t) dt. 
a a 
(43) 
Proof Observe that, for any $ E &‘;(XP). 
Ir;(e xl a,+(x)1 Adx) dt 
112 IFtt, xl2 ,4dx) dt II*II,, 
where c = em[(Jt llSJ2, dt) fyep e2”“““p(dx)]1’2 < GO. 
It follows that we only have to prove the identity (43) for the case 
that F(t) is a step process. Now suppose there exists a partition 
a=t,<t,<...<t,=bsuchthatF(t)=F,fortE[tj,tj+,).Then 
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P 
n-l 
= jFo <Fj(B(tj+l)-B(fj)), Ic/>p 
= nfl j”” jym F((t, x) 8,$(x) p(dx) dt (by Lemma 6.7) 
j=O *J P 
= s ’ <F(t), ad>>, dt a 
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